Ultimate Texas
Hold’Em
Ultimate Texas Hold’Em is another exciting variation of poker. You start off
by placing one ANTE and one BLIND wager of equal amounts. You also
have the option to place a TRIPS bonus wager.
Once all wagers are made, you will receive two hole cards. After viewing
your cards, you will have the option to CHECK or make a PLAY wager.
Following this round of options, the dealer will turn over the FLOP (3
community cards). Each player who previously checked will have another
opportunity to CHECK or make a PLAY wager. Following this round of
options, the dealer will turn over the two final community cards. Once all
five community cards are exposed, the dealer will ask each player who
previously checked, if they wish to FOLD or make a PLAY wager.
The dealer will now reveal the house’s two hole cards and announce the
house hand. If your hand is better than the house hand, your PLAY and
ANTE wagers are paid at odds of 1:1. If you beat the house hand with
at least a straight, your BLIND wager is paid according to the posted
paytable. If the house hand is better than your hand, your lose your PLAY,
ANTE, and BLIND wagers. Tie hands result in a push.
The house hand must have a qualifying hand of at least a pair. If the house
hand does not qualify, your ANTE wager pushes even if your hand loses
to the house hand. Regardless of whether the house hand qualifies, your
BLIND and PLAY wagers are still in action.
If you made a TRIPS wager, the dealer will now determine whether your
five-card hand qualifies for the Trips bonus. If it does, you will be paid
according to the posted paytable.

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER TO ENTER THE CASINO.
Please play responsibly, for help
visit mdgamblinghelp.org or call 1-800-GAMBLER.

